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The year 1909-10 being his year out of residence was spent by

the writer in visiting’ elementary and secondary schools in Europe
to acquaint himself directly with the actual practice of mathe-
matical teaching. Four months were given to the public schools
of Paris; two months to those of Berlin and Charlottenburg, and
two months to London schools. Early impressions are likely to
be of doubtful value, but although this title has been chosen as a
caption under which some remarks are to be made to teachers
the visiting reported upon ended last May, and the succeeding
months have exercised some seasoning influence upon the im-
pressions. They cannot now with good grace be regarded as
first impressions. Perhaps it will be as well for the reader to
think of what is said merely as impressions of a teacher about
foreign teaching of his special subject, and allow them to count
for as much or as little as such impressions may be worth.

Foreign educational practice may be studied in either of two
distinct ways, dependent upon the purpose of the studying. The
entire field of public education may be surveyed and examined
in such detail as may be necessary to give a fairly complete pic-
ture of the general status at a particular epoch, or the field of ob-
servation and examination may be narrowed to a more intensive
study of class-room practice in a certain subject, and in certain
institutions chosen with regard to typical educational purpose
and character with a view to getting at the actuating ideals and
the energizing spirit of plans and programs as these reveal them-
selves in practice. Both on account of limited time and of spe-
cific purpose had in view, the writer chose the second type of
study. If we may regard the educational duty of the represen-
tative of a special subject in the secondary school to be merely
to view the whole field of school work, and to exploit the-entire
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range of educational materials from a particular point of view,
the second type of study need not result in a narrowly specialized
outcome; ’

. >

The institutions selected for examination were the public ele-

mentary and secondary schools of the capital cities of France,
Germany, and Great Britain. The subject to which attention was

rather narrowly confined was the teaching of mathematics in

these institutions. The writer held it most consonant with his

purpose to study good class work, perhaps the very best that the

educational systems of these countries are producing. He there-
fore requested the authorities to give him leave to visit the insti-

tutions best exemplifying the varied phases of mathematical edu-

cation that prepared for the various higher lines of study in the

two classes of institutions mentioned. He was told more than

once in Paris that the institutions chosen for him were the most

nearly typical of the best in mathematical education that could be

found. He found also that the official heads of the institutions

visited commonly regarded it as a compliment to have been put
on his list by the vice-rector.
There are many important educational functions of mathe-

matical study in the new and special types of schools
that are forming in all large ’civic centers in Europe along voca-

tional lines. These uses seem to me, however, to be of a spe-
cialized and subsidiary nature, and of distinctly less significance
than the main educational function of mathematics of the un-

differentiated and unspecialized programs to which nine out of
ten must subject themselves.
The educational service of mathematics in these new voca-

tional and trade schools might well constitute a study in itself,
and would amply repay a trip abroad. But the writer’s interest

was in the "middle-of-the-road" duty of public-school mathe-

matics, and he found that his time was all too short to discharge
even that duty fittingly.

Just here it may be said that there has been too much dilet-

tante flitting about over Europe by American teachers, oftentimes

merely college students, "doing" cities educationally at the rate

of two or three large ones a week, and after two or three months

coming home with the sum and substance of educational Europe
in one grip, and then posing before us as authorities on European
education. This is not said to impress the reader with the greater
depth and closer truthfulness to fact of what the writer is to say
later, but merely as a matter of information to whom it may con-
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cern that he may be less likely to be fooled by this species of
American "educational aviation^ in Europe. Beware of the man
who can write a fat volume on "Educational Germany" from a
summery visit, mostly for pleasure, and who can sum up his find-
ings of German mathematical teaching with: "American teachers
have nothing to learn from Germany on the teaching of mathe-
matics." Such conclusions are born of self-conceit, or self-decep-
tion, or prejudice, and are unworthy of reliance. I have to say
that- German teachers- and teaching of mathematics are far and
away better than anything else in Europe, and better than any-
thing that can be easily found in America. If American teachers

have nothing to learn from German mathematical teaching, the
fault is not with the German teaching. But German teaching
is not the theme of this paper. The same is moreover true of
French teaching.
Again, it seems to the writer that it is true of both Europe and

America that if the energy spent on developing special schools
for a comparatively few pupils were spent on the less spectacular
but more useful work of making the general school work to fit
better the demands of twentieth century life, everybody would
be the gainer. In many ways it is a fact that instead of school
programs coming closer to the needs of daily life, each year finds
the discrepancy wider than the last. In Europe as in America
school officials seem too much concerned about maintaining the
existing status, either because they understand it and have learned
how to function in it, or because some official may have his ad-
ministration discredited if something is improved. The writer
has long been of the opinion that administrative officers in the
public � scliools are often obstructions to progress in improving
mathematical teaching. Often they seem also to be the foes of
even meritorious improvement in systems at large if it unsettles.
what they look upon as settled. The administrator is too fre-
quently not an organizer of work but a settler of difficulties.

IN THE SCHOOLS OF PARIS.
The first thing to impress the writer in Paris was the readiness

of the vice-rector of the academy to furnish every means to be-
coming acquainted with the actual class work of mathematics
teaching in the schools b.oth of Paris and elsewhere, if authoriza-
tion elsewhere were wished. A letter of request accompanied by
a note of introduction from the office of the United States Com-
missioner of Education, left with the secretary on Friday, brought
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on the following Monday full authorization to visit mathematical
classes in a list of schools chosen for me by the vice-rector as best
exemplifying what I had requested to see. For this courtesy
as well as for the courtesy shown me by the various proviseurs
and directeurs, who on presenting this authorization gave me

every means consistent with the rules of the schools to acquaint
myself with the work, very cordial acknowledgments are hereby
expressed. A rule of the administration that a teacher must be
notified beforehand of the visitor’s intention to visit him, pre-
vented the writer from seeing any work unheralded. He does
not believe, however, that what was seen was in many cases
^’cooked up" for "showcase" use. Naturally, he cannot be certain
on this point.
The writer was surprised to find the class-room equipment for

mathematical teaching so meager, but was gratified to see the
full use that was made of such equipment as was available. Black-
boards were small and usually one sufficed for a class room.
There were blackboard rulers,’compasses,, protractors, and often
a supply of mathematical models. These were used continually
in the class work by both teachers and pupils. Their chief office
was not merely to gather museum dust.

Nothing impressed the writer more strongly than the general
absence of text-books from the classes. The only books in sight
were the pupils’ notebooks, in w^hich the pupils of the older classes
were as industrious to record what the professor was saying as
are the older students of American universities. The writer was
told that the main reliance of the pupil must be upon the notes
taken in class; but that in his home or, if he be an interne, in his
room he has a text, indicated by the professor, and that in this
text he may look up matters to perfect his notes and his under-
standing of what has been gone over in class. The note-taking
begins with the classes of ten year olds in arithmetical work, al-
though in the earlier classes the teacher talks very slowly, re-

peating important truths, often two or three times. Often, per-
haps generally, the teacher calls on one or more pupils to read
what they have written, that he may correct any errors in the
written records. Great pains are taken with beginners at this
work to teach them how to take notes. The teacher often stops
�and tells pupils what particular thing it is important that they
shall get into their notes correctly. The general plan with early
classes, after the two or three years of rapid mental calculation,
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is then a sort of teaching by dictation, while with later classes it
is lecturing, pure and simple.
The method generally followed in presenting new subjects is

that of direct exposition on the teaching side, and of remember-
ing on the learning side. Teachers do not generally defend this
plan on pedagogic grounds, but say that the distended condition
of programs makes it a practical necessity as being the quickest
way of covering the required topics for which the allotted time
is too short at best. There is much talk that is friendly to the
heuristic plan as practiced in Germany, but there is as yet com-
paratively little actual use of this plan. A few teachers called
their plan ’a conversational method. In classes taught by these
teachers there is rather a freer and more informal talking about
points of particular difficulty than is customary. But even here
the teacher gravitated quickly and almost invariably into the lec-
ture and exposition procedure. As with us the lecture plan with
boys and girls is roundly condemned and extensively used. The
older the teacher the more does he resort to lecturing. This again
is true with us.
A point that impressed me early and persistently was the very

serious attitude assumed by pupils toward mathematical study.
Boys and girls seem to feel they must learn their mathematics
thoroughly. They work at it like little Trojans. T-hey are visibly
mortified by mistakes and failures, and do their best both to avoid
them and to atone for them, once they are made. There was
nowhere manifest a disposition to lay the blame for the pupil’s
academic shortcomings on the teacher,- or the school. The pupil
readily admitted the delinquency to be his own, and a disgrace
both to himself and to his teacher. This spirit, in my opinion,
arises from the attitude of teachers and parents toward the im-
portance of the school tasks. Teachers are tremendous workers.
They throw themselves heart and soul into their teaching. Either
through officials specially appointed for the duty or through their
own efforts, they charge themselves with an all-around concern
for the intellectual welfare of their pupils. They do concern
themselves about his progress, and make this concern felt by the
pupils themselves.

Full professors are liable to ten hours’ teaching per week in
the most advanced classes, and others must teach from’twelve
to fifteen hours per week. Acting professors under-fifty are
liable for an hour more than the older professors, and anyone
may be called upon, if he. is needed, for two supplementary hours,,
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for which he is paid extra. In Paris teachers of mathematics are
nearly always called upon for the supplementary hours, and con-

sidering the high cost of living in this great city, the teachers
are usually very ready to render the additional service. The
bulk -of the work of personal surveillance of pupils is done by
tutors and younger officials appointed especially for ’this service.
This relieves the regular professor’s daily program considerably,
and on the whole allows him more time for his own purposes than
is allowed the American secondary teacher. At the same time,
it brings about much more personal supervision of pupils. Indeed,
it seemed to me that French boys and girls are oversupervised.

Secondary teachers have all had the same academic and pro-
fessional training as the university professors. They have passed
the same examinations and are capable of entering upon univer-
sity teaching should the opportunity arise. The opportunity,
moreover, does often arise. Many of the professors of mathe-
matics of the Sorbonne (the University of Paris) have served an

apprenticeship in the secondary schools of the country before
coming to the university. They have been chosen to their present
posts because of especially meritorious services in the secondary
field. The preparation of secondary and elementary school pro-
grams for the whole country by the university authorities seems
less of an absurdity in the light of these facts. In general the
faculties of universities are better informed on secondary work
in France than in America.

It is difficult to form any useful idea of the average program
allotment of time to mathematical study in our public schools.
Some schools minimize the time for mathematics. Some assign
the subject no program time in the first grade, some assign none
in either the first or second grade, and a few begin the subject
in the fifth or sixth grade. Recitation periods also differ greatly
amongst us. Still an attempt to compare the time given in our
schools to mathematical study with that assigned it by the French
programs seems worth while.

Estimating as closely as one well can a fair average time al-
lotment to mathematics in our public schools, we may say that
out of a six-hour school day mathematics gets�

in the first and second grades, 20 minutes, or 5.5% of the pro-
gram time,

in the third to the sixth grades, 30 minutes, or 8.3% of the time,
in the seventh and eighth grades, 45 minutes, or 12.5% of it,
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in the first and second high school years, 55 minutes, or 18.3%
of it, and

in the third high school year 28 minutes, or 9.1%.
These results are summarized in the accompanying table of

PER CENTS OF SCHOOL PROGRAM TIME FOR MATHEMATICS IN THE
UNITED STATES AND IN FRANCE.

AGE. IN U. S. IN FRANCE.
6 5.5% 14.3%

14.3%
22.8%
22.8%

A B

9.6% 24%
9.6% 22%
14.4% 22%
14.4% - , - 22%

A B CD

8.5% 12.5% 23% 48%
4.6% 4% 24% 48%
9% 9% 33% 32%

7 5.5%
8 8.3%
9 8.3%

10 8.3%
11 8.3%
12 12.5%
13 12.5%

14 18.3%
15 18.3%
16 9.1%

If the pupil is destined to any career in which mathematics
plays an important role, the column of per cents farthest to the
right indicates the per cents of his program time to be devoted
to mathematical study. The reader may make his own compar-
isons and draw his own morals.
The writer’s experience in visiting does not lead him to feel

that French teaching has very much help for American teachers
from the viewpoint of methodology. But from the point of view
of academic attainment the results accomplished in their pupils
are indeed impressive. It is stating the case with moderation to
say that at the end of the secondary course, which the gifted
boy may complete at sixteen years of age, � the French boy is
mathematically about as well off as our university sophomores
at the end of the sophomore year, save as to calculus, and that
by the time certain reforms now well along are completed even
this reservation will not need to be made. In higher algebra, in
the theories of equations and of functions, he even now has the
mathematical equivalents of what he lacks in the calculus. These
results are, as the writer looks at it, accomplished in spite of a
very certain and great lack of efficient methods. They are
the fruits of serious purpose and hard work on specifically in-
dicated subject matter. To know definitely what one has to ac-
complish and to drive directly for it certainly leads to a com-
mendable measure of results. With this must be included also
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the advantage of teachers that are academically highly trained and
efficient according to academic standards. Still one wonders
where .to see exemplified that excellent doctrine that originated
in France that it is the way of the thing rather than the thing
itself-thsit really educates.

It should at least be mentioned here that the immense simpli-
fication of arithmetic teaching due to the use of the metric system
of standards was a conclusive argument for its adoption. These
weights and measures adapt themselves so perfectly to our num-
ber notation and operations, that the out of school knowledge the
pupil has of the standards is-capitalized at its full value in the
arithmetic. A skeptic as to the desirabilty of its use amongst us
would be transformed to a believer by visiting a few classes in
French school arithmetic.

It is not ah easy task to unravel from the tangle of practice the
educational ideals out of which the practice proceeds. One hears
much of the same sort of talk about the educational value and
significance of mathematical study in France as in America. As
in America so also in France, practice and profession are not the
same thing. In the writer’s judgment the doctrine of formal dis-
cipline is in better- standing among French teachers than among
American teachers. Discipline, -culture, training, and technical
skill, with some regard for utility as a subsidiary end, are the
ideals back of most of the teaching practice. And all these
are to be sought in the matter rather than in the manner of
teaching it.

One very good teacher says: ^For the very great majority
of our professors the chief end of mathematical teaching is that
of forming the mind, the development in the pupil of the logical
faculty. At the same time among teachers of the later classes,
especially those containing students specializing for mathematics,
there will be found mingled with this aim that of creating a taste
for mathematics. This -latter point of view is explicitly accepted
for the classes called Mathematiques speciales ’(special students
of mathematics)." The idea of the value of mathematical edu-
cation as a preparation for lifework has but little acceptance in
France. A few teachers, who are also authors of texts in school
use, told the writer that the need for practical problems for use
in teaching mathematics was coming to be felt very keenly, and
one or two mentioned the work of SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHE-
MATICS along this line with great enthusiasm.
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The reforms now on the point of making are:
For analysis, the introduction of the function idea as an organ-

izing center, the introduction of both differential and integral
calculus in the secondary schools, and the early and continuous
use of the graph, and of graphical procedures.
For geometry, the simultaneous teaching of plane and solid

geometry and trigonometry, the extensive use of motion in geom-
etry, and the close correlation of geometry and algebra.
Some of these reforms, notably those pertaining to geometry,

are already far along; while those for algebra are just now being
made. The highly centralized plan of the French educational
system makes the work of introducing reforms practically that
of convincing the central office that they should be made. When
the decree issues the reform is forthwith a fact. The high pro-
ficiency of teachers takes care of practical difficulties.

ON "FORMULAE FOB RATIONAL RIGHT TRIANGLES/*

BY ARTEMAS MARTIN., LL.D.,
Editor and Publisher of the Mathematical Magazine,

Washington, D. C. �

.

"Lest we forget."�Kipling.

Lest tliose readers of SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS who
liave not made a special study of right-angled triangles might
think the formulas given in the table on p. 683 of the November
No., Vol. X., 1910, are distinct arid independent, perhaps it would
be well to show that all the others can be deduced from or reduced
to No. 5 which, to avoid confusion of letters, let us change to
2pq.P2 � q\p2 + g2.
Now put p �=- a 4- i, q === a, and we have 2pq �==-20 (a 4- i),

p2 � q2 = 20 + i, p2 4- q2 == 2a2 4- 2a 4-1, which is the same
as No. i.

Take p == 20, q == i; then 2pq = 40, p2 � q2 = 40^ � I,
p2 4- q2 =z 4<j2 4- i. the same as No. 2.

Take^= V(^a),g= V(%^);then 2pq == ^{ab),p2�q2
;--= %(a � b), p2 + q2 = Y^a 4- b, which is No. 3.
No. 4 may be divided through by a and then written

Zb y-l ^+1
^+1 ^+1 lor ^+1

or, dropping the common denominator ^^-l,
2^, ^-1, ^4-1,




